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A dose and time response Markov model for the in-host dynamics of infection 
with aerosolised intracellular bacteria; with application to Francisella tularensis

R.M. Wood, J.R. Egan, I.M. Hall.
Bioterrorism and Emerging Disease Analysis, Microbial Risk Assessment, Public Health England.

In a novel approach, the standard birth-death model is extended to include the 
fundamental mechanism of intracellular bacteria, phagocytosis. This model not only 
accounts for the stochastic interaction between bacteria and cells of the immune 
system (independent action), but also the heterogeneity of individuals within a 
population (individual effective dose). Model output is the dose-response relation and 
the dose-dependent distribution of time until response. The model is thereafter 
parameterised with respect to the highly virulent Schu S4 strain of the species 
Francisella tularensis, in a robust and evidence-based manner. Results support a 
single-hit type model of dose-response and indicate a median infectious dose of 22-23 
organisms; higher than previously thought. The average incubation period is found to 
be between 3 and 7 days depending on dose, with a range of 1-12 days. The 
distribution of incubation periods is right-skewed up to about 100 organisms and 
normal for larger doses. Future uses of this model include the analysis of closely 
related species such as Coxiella, Legionellae and Rickettsia.
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Introduction 

T-cell recognition of MHC-presented peptides by αβ T-cell receptors (TcRs) is one of the major 
mechanisms through which adaptive immunity functions. The germline of jawed-vertebrates 
encodes a number of Variable, Diversity and Joining (VDJ) TcR genes. Through the process of somatic 
DNA recombination these genes get rearranged to form a repertoire of distinct antigen receptor-
bearing T-cells. This combinatorial process is combined with non-templated addition and deletion of 
nucleotides at recombination junctions, resulting in an enormous potential compound diversity. Our 
objective is to use next-generation sequencing in conjunction with protocols developed for the 
amplification of TcR α and β chain, to infer the quantitative parameters that shape the TcR repertoire 
in steady-state and following antigenic-challenge. To do this, efficient software is necessary to deal 
with the large amounts of sequencing data now available by next-generation sequencing (NGS). In 
this study, we describe a pipeline that fulfills this objective. 
 

Methods 

Following the unbiased amplification of TcR α and β chains from RNA isolated from peripheral  blood 
lymphocytes, we process the massive sets (≥1GB) of next-generation sequencing (NGS) data by using 
software1 that we have specifically developed for the purpose of TcR analysis. 
 
The software is based on a modified Aho-Corasick string-matching algorithm, using a finite state 
automaton that allows an extremely efficient search for segments of the V and J genes. This allows us 
to represent each TcR in terms of its constituent parts (i.e. V and J gene segments, number of V and J 
deletions). The final variable is the insert, the contiguous string of nucleotides that lie between the 3’ 
end of V and 5’ end of J. The two β chain D genes are very short and similar, and therefore are 
included in the insert. Thus, each TcR is represented in terms of five variables, which can then be 
used for further downstream analyses. For example, the underlying CDR3 region of each TcR can be 
easily extracted from this 5-part classifier, having corrected the raw sequence reads for sequencing 
errors. 
 

Results 

Our software1, which we have named Decombinator, is up to 500x more efficient than classic 
approaches such as pairwise alignment, while still assigning >87% in silico TcR sequences even at a 
1% sequencing error rate (NGS technology error rates typically 1% or less) (Table 1). On a standard 
specification machine, Decombinator will typically analyse a sample of 107 sequences in less than 15 
minutes. 

 



Table 1: A minimum of 88% of sequences are assigned even at an assumed error rate of 1%, whereas 
~99% of sequences are successfully assigned at an error rate of 0.1%. Sequences that are not 
assigned are assumed to be junk sequences and are discarded. 
 

 
Figure 1: Distribution of V (l) and J (r) gene segment usage across three individuals. Usage is non-
uniform, but qualitatively conserved across three individuals. 
 
Having tested Decombinator on artifical, in silico, TcR sequences, we then used it on publicly 
available TcR sequences from the NCBI archive, obtained from a study by Warren et al2. In using 
Decombinator to analyse those sequences, we found non-uniform usage of Vand J gene segments in 
distinct TcR clones (fig. 1), as has been noted previously3, with the pattern of usage qualitatively 
conserved across three individuals. Finally, we investigated the sharing of TcR clones amongst three 
individuals, finding only a small degree of overlap between two samples taken from the same 
individual, and even less between samples taken from distinct individuals (fig. 2). 
 
 

 
Figure 2: Extent of sharing of TcR clones between two peripheral blood samples. A small degree of 
sharing is present between two samples from the same individual (leading diagonal), and is orders of 
magnitude less between two samples from different individuals (off-diagonal). 
 
Conclusion 



NGS is invaluable in shedding light on the TcR repertoire at unprecedented breadth and depth. Using 

a finite state machine for efficiency, and a modification to the classic Aho-Corasick approach to 

address sequencing errors, Decombinator provides an invalulable approach to bridge the gap 

between the vast quantities of data available from NGS and the technical expertise required to make 

analysis of such datasets feasible. 
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Title:
Impaired cell cycle progression in humans predicts steady T cell loss followed by immune repertoire 
collapse due to declining thymic output

Abstract:
We develop a mathematical model to describe homeostasis of naïve T cells in the peripheral 
compartment of the immune system. The overall number of naïve T cells is assumed to be 
dependent on the availability of the homeostatic cytokine, interleukin-7. The model is formulated as 
a deterministic system, consisting of two equations describing the changes in T cell numbers which 
are either in a) a resting state or b) progressing through cell cycle. A third equation is introduced to 
describe changes in interleukin-7. We assume thymic output is a decreasing function of time, 
thereby matching observations of thymic atrophy in humans. We analyse the quasi-steady-state 
behaviour of the model and show that for a parameter set representative of a healthy individual, the 
model predicts a stable population of T cells. More interestingly, we show that for a parameter set 
representative of persistent infection where naïve T cell survival is impaired, the model predicts a 
decrease in thymic output may result in a bifurcation and consequent collapse of the naïve T cell 
repertoire to a non-zero but small quasi-equilibrium number of naïve T cells. Such a scenario may 
possibly aid understanding of the progression of persistent conditions affecting T cell survival such 
as HIV.
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University of Leeds



Determining Disease Intervention Strategies using Spatially Resolved Simulations
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Predicting efficacy and optimal drug delivery strategies for small molecule and biological 
therapeutics is challenging due to the complex interactions between diverse cell types in 
different tissues that determine disease outcome. Here we present a new methodology to 
simulate inflammatory disease manifestation and test potential intervention strategies in  
silico using agent-based computational models. Simulations created using this methodology 
have explicit spatial and temporal representations, and capture the heterogeneous and 
stochastic cellular behaviours that lead to emergence of pathology or disease resolution. To 
demonstrate this methodology we have simulated the prototypic murine T cell-mediated 
autoimmune disease experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, a mouse model of 
Multiple Sclerosis. In the simulation immune cell dynamics, neuronal damage and tissue 
specific pathology emerge, closely resembling behaviour found in the murine model. Using 
the calibrated simulation we have analysed how changes in the timing and efficacy of T cell 
receptor signalling inhibition leads to either disease exacerbation or resolution. The 
technology described is a powerful new method to understand cellular behaviours in complex 
disease, permits rational design of drug interventional strategies and has provided new 
insights into the role of TCR signalling in autoimmune disease progression.
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Title: Systems biology analyses of 
inflammatory signalling in time and 
space

Abstract:

Our immune system must  be able to 
rapidly fight against pathogens, but at 
the same time be tightly regulated to 
prevent  harmful  autoimmune 
responses.  This  intricate  balance  is 
controlled  by  a  complex  feedback 
system involving a set of cellular and 
molecular cytokine networks acting via 
cells  of  the  immune system and key 
transcription  factors  such  as  Nuclear 
Factor  kappa  B  (NF-kappaB).  We 
previously showed that in response to 
cytokine  stimulation  the  NF-kappaB 
system  undergoes  nuclear-to-
cytoplasmic oscillations, which control 
downstream cytokine gene expression 
(Science,  324:242,  2009,  PNAS 
107:11644,  2010).  However,  the 
precise role of these dynamics during 
inflammation remains unresolved.    

Here,  we  use  integrated  systems 
immunology approaches to investigate 
propagation  and  resolution  of 
inflammatory cues via the NF-kappaB 
system.  Key  projects  involve  single 

cell  macrophage  and  T  lymphocyte 
signalling, as well as emergent tissue-
level  dynamics and function.  We use 
combination  of  ordinary  differential 
equations  and  stochastic  simulations 
for  single  cell  analyses,  as  well  as 
partial  differential  equations for  multi-
scale  tissue-level  analyses.  These 
models  are  informed with  time  lapse 
imaging data using in vitro microfluidic 
cell  line  (RAW  264.7,  Jurkat,  MEFs) 
and primary (BDMS and CD4+ T cells) 
cultures  expressing  fluorescent  and 
luminescence  reporters.  These  are 
correlated  with  temporal  patterns  of 
cytokine  expression.  A  new 
quantitative  understanding  of  these 
complex and nonlinear processes will 
move  us  towards  better  therapeutic 
strategies for inflammatory disease. 



Who, Where and How Much - how cellular heterogeneity influences CTL efficiency
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Quantifying the rate at which individual cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL) can survey and kill 
target cells is important for deriving ground-up  estimates of critical CTL densities required 
for the control of infections. Estimates of this quantity have been derived from in vivo killing 
assays, using the relative survival of target and control cells exposed to spleen-resident 
CTL. However, we expect there to be significant heterogeneity in this process, both from 
the spatial organisation of the spleen and from the population of cells used as targets. Are 
all CTL capable of participating? Are some target cells more difficult to kill than others? 
And what impact is made by peptide turnover rates or expression levels? To address these 
questions, we revisited the splenocyte killing assay using transgenic F5 CTL specific for 
the NP366-374 influenza epitope. Using flow cytometry  and quantitative imaging, we 
demonstrate that targets which differ in both their MHC expression levels and migration 
patterns within the spleen are killed at different rates by the same population of CTL. 
Decreasing the level of peptide on the target cells resulted in progressively  less efficient 
CTL activity in both in vivo and in vitro assay systems. Taken together, these data 
demonstrate that CTL efficiency is sensitive to both peptide availability and target cell type.  
Furthermore, mathematical models of CTL killing allow us to place bounds on the rate at 
which single CTL can survey and kill targets over a range of peptide expression levels. 
Our analysis demonstrates how population-average estimates of immune response 
parameters can be dissected to account for both spatial and cellular heterogeneity.



Building Confidence in Biological Simulations as Tools for Scientific Research

Dr. Kieran Alden
School of Biosciences, University of Birmingham 

Computational models of the developing gut have been presented and discussed at previous 
meetings of this affinity group. This research coincided with the recent explosion of interest in the 
gut micro-environment, driven by a realisation of the profound effects the microbiota may have on 
the health of the host. Growing interest in the gut will most likely lead to a rise in animal 
experimentation where the microbial environment is manipulated, making efforts to provide 
alternative and complementary experimental techniques more urgent. We have recently been 
awarded NC3R funding to develop computational tools that model the molecular interactions within 
the microbiota, with the aim of reducing or replacing the need for particular animal experiments. 
Yet only five years ago this funding body found that just 11% of surveyed researchers agreed that 
computer simulation could one day accurately represent a whole host and thus be useful in their 
research. For our aim to become reality, we need to establish confidence in the simulation as a 
robust scientific tool. Any simulation is an abstract representation of the system it has been 
designed to capture, and thus it can be unclear whether the emergent behaviour observed in 
simulation is an artefact of implementation, or is actually representative of that captured system. In 
this talk I will draw from both our previously presented lymphoid tissue development model and 
our latest gut microbiota study to suggest strategies that aim to build confidence in results and 
hypotheses generated through simulation, including model design frameworks and statistical 
analysis techniques.


